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Conventional wisdom would suggest the wild market swings, triple- to
quadruple-digit point drops in the Dow Jones industrial average, and
major U.S. markets entering into corrections would portend higher gold
prices as investors flock to safe havens. 

But it hasn't. 

In fact, gold is down. Early Friday, it was off 0.19 percent. Through
Thursday, the precious metal had declined nearly 2 percent for the
week after falling more than 1 percent last week. This weakness has
come amid a stronger U.S. dollar, renewed inflation expectations and
higher U.S. Treasury yields. This all theoretically would prove bearish
for the yellow metal, even as markets are going haywire. 

Some market watchers are bullish on the metal despite its decline. Bill
Baruch, president at Blue Line Futures, told CNBC's "Trading Nation" on
Thursday he has a positive outlook at current levels. He calls it a buying
opportunity should gold fall further. Here are his reasons why. 

• At its 2018 high, gold was up nearly 10 percent from its December
lows; it's now up a little over 6 percent from its December lows around
$1,241 per ounce. 

• Gold's 100-day moving average, at $1,294 as of Thursday evening,
represents about 2 percent below where gold was trading on Thursday.
At this level, around $1,300, would be a solid buying opportunity and
technical support. 
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Trump tariff or not, Ron Paul warns a
‘calamity’ will hit stocks

Former presidential candidate Ron Paul says
investors shouldn't be shocked if stocks
plunge 50 percent.

Square is up 200 percent in the last year
and has more room to run. Here's why

Square shares just saw one of their best days
ever, and some market participants see further
upside for the stock.

Dow closes 336 points higher as trade-
war worries ease

U.S. stock index futures fluctuated ahead of
Monday’s open.

One technician says you should buy the
pullback in homebuilders

After a stellar 2017, homebuilders are now in
correction territory, but one technician sees a
comeback ahead.

Caterpillar and Boeing's next moves may determine the
Dow's future, technician says
Trump tariffs could emerge as a black swan event for
stocks, one long-time Wall Street bull warns
S&P 500 and Nasdaq close higher as health care jumps,
but snap 2-week winning streaks
Beaten Dow stock Exxon could rally 30%, says energy
analyst
New head, new Fed? How Powell is ushering in a new
era at the Federal Reserve
Dow closes more than 400 points lower after Trump
says steel and aluminum tariffs coming
More than half of the S&P is in correction territory. Here
are names to buy on the dip
As tech rallies on, market watchers say Netflix and
Micron are the two names to buy
This popular bitcoin strategy is flawed and hurts
investors, analyst Nick Colas warns
The bull case for Nordstrom ahead of earnings
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• The dollar has room to fall here, and any significant decline would be
a key catalyst in gold breaking higher in the next three to six months. 

Bottom line: Commodity trader Bill Baruch is bullish on gold at these
levels despite the recent weakness and sees a buying opportunity
around the $1,300 level.

Are you bullish or bearish on gold?

Bullish

Bearish
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RELATED SECURITIES

Symbol Price  Change %Change

US 10-YR 2.894  0.015 0%

GOLD 1330.50  10.60 0.80%

DJIA 24874.76  336.70 1.37%
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Square is up 200% in the last year,
and has more room to run. Here’s
why  

This Monday, the Dow closed more than 300
points higher as worries about a trade war
began to fade.

Major
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Major market indexes rise at least 1
percent each  

Former U.S. Representative Ron Paul discusses
trade, tariffs and the market in this wide-
ranging interview with Tyler Mathisen.
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Why Ron Paul sees a major market
correction coming  
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